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WASHINGTON WE LOVE YOU

GEORGE WASHINGTON, we love you,
   Blest one whose Blazing Light
Illumines our America
   And lifts her to the Height
Of all that Life intends to give;

   Earth’s shadows melt away,
   Your “Presence” ever watching o’er
   Brings in the Cosmic Day.

Blest Father of Our Country,
   The Land of Light Supreme,
Release all Thy Great Victory,
   Send forth on Lightning Beam
Thy Glorious Sword, Thy Flame of Blue;
   Pierce human veils below
And rend apart all binding chains,
   Full Triumph now bestow!

God’s Guardian of Our Freedom,
   Send forth Life’s Greatest Call
For those who will respond to Life
   And lift the hearts of all,
To Heights of Glory yet unknown,
   To Realms in Cosmic Space,
Behold! the Light now answers you
   And shines thru every face.

George Washington, we love you,
   We know your heart so well,
The earth shall sing your praises e’er
   And every tongue shall tell
The Law of Life—the “Great I AM,”
   Be loyal thru and thru
And guard the gift you gave to us
   Of red and white and blue.

George Washington, we love you,
   Our Victory is won!
America, Our Land so bright,
   Becomes a Blazing Sun;
Among the nations of the world
   She stands the Grail of Light!
And all now enter Life’s Great Way,
   Love’s Glory! and Great Might!

—Chanera
HILDREN of the Light, I bring to you from the Heart of the Great Silence My Blessings this day, eternally sustained; and, I trust, All-powerfully active in your feeling world for that which Life requires of you.

For more than one hundred years the call from the hearts of humanity has come to Me, but the voice of the outer was silent. To-day, the voice of the outer has made its call to Me. I AM here to remain in the Great Army of Light and restore to the beloved children of the earth that for which your hearts have called these many, many centuries. Can you understand how the heart can call so long without the outer response of the voice? Thus, Life has called and called and called, but the outer response was silent. At last, thanks to your Beloved Benefactor, mankind is beginning to awaken and their lips respond to the call of the heart for Purity, for Perfection.

In the release of Purity into the atmosphere of earth, into your feeling world, little do you realize, to-day, what one year can bring to you through obedience to that Presence of Purity.

You will be interested to know that at the time mankind began to recede from the Presence of Life, their conscious understanding of the "Mighty I AM Presence," your Great Divine Director went forward. I too went forward at that time, continuing in the Great Perfection of Life; but owing to the Quality of Life which I expressed, it was impossible for Me to remain in direct contact with the earth except as from within the Great Silence at intervals, I poured forth the release of Purity.

Since your call has brought this response, will you bear in mind this question in everything you do: "Is there anything that your call will not bring forth?" Try to feel this assurance to-day, in entering into this magnificent new year. No new year in your experience will be like this. Never, in the years of your present embodiments, has a new year meant to you what to-day has brought into action in your feeling world.

Will you be kind enough to stand while I give you My Charge and Blessing? Beloved Children of Light, I bring My
Eternal, My Ever-lasting Blessing of Purity and Perfection from the Heart of the Great Silence. I charge this into your world to-day, sustained in Its Mighty Action until everything within every cell of your body has found response to the Great Purity of Life. In It will be the restoration of the harmonizing activity of the Energy of Life as It flows into your body and back to the Presence to render Its Almighty Service to you. Then, the Fulness of all that Life has waited throughout the centuries to bring forth in Its release, will find action in your feeling world; in your mental world; and in the structure of your physical body, your flesh body; to bring Life's Purity into Its Dominion.

Will you silently offer your acceptance, first to your Presence of Life, the "Mighty I AM," and then to Me, that this Service may be made complete in its Anchorage and action in your world? I call for this to go forth to all the sincere earnest students who are absent in other parts of America and the world; to go forth by the Mighty Light Rays and render them the same Service to-day which is being rendered here; that the balance of this Activity may be held throughout America; and all other parts of the world where it will find a definite Focus.

I speak directly to the Higher Mental Body of each one to take up this Fiat of Life which it is My Authority and Privilege to give; cause It to be sustained and active, aside from My Own Effort in that respect; and bring Its Dominion into the world of mankind; not only in your physical structure, your flesh body, but in the atmosphere of earth. I ask the Great Cosmic Light to take this up and charge the atmosphere of earth with the Purity of Life from the Great Heart of the Great Silence and to replace the substance of mankind's creation, which has been consumed, with the Purity of the Substance of Life that Its Radiance may pour forth to assist mankind in bringing this redemption; in bringing this Dominion of the Purity of Life into action. It will make Beauty, Perfection, symmetry of form and the glory of all that the incoming Golden Age requires, come into the outer manifestation of the physical form; for understand, beloved ones, that in the incoming Perfection of Life, all form even to that of nature, must take on Its Perfect symmetry and beauty, for that is the Law of Life.

How in Perfect harmony with this requirement was the glorious song rendered, "The Presence of Beauty" which always comes with the Presence of Purity. May you feel this.
May you find Its complete out-picturing through both the ladies and the gentlemen in the fulness of Its Power, Its Perfecting Activity. I charge this to be eternally sustained and all-powerfully active in the feeling world of each one in Its cleansing, purifying activity, and the restoring of the Qualities of Life which have been absent so long.

In your acceptance, give response by Self-control until the Inner Activity of the expansion of that Purity and Perfection takes Its Dominion and requires little of your outer efforts to sustain it. Thus, is the fulfilling of the Great Law to-day. It is the last step which Life requires for entering into the Freedom of all Life, your Ascension.

When Purity takes Its Dominion in your feeling world, the desire for wrong qualification will quickly cease, the natural Dominion of Life will take Its Command and a River of Light will flow forth even greater in Its Intensity, until everything by which the earth has held you in its embrace will release and you will go free in the full Glory of Life.

I thank you and bless you with the Purity of Life, Its All-expanding, All-sustaining Glorifying Presence; and the Presence of Beauty joins Me in the performance of that service which will bring the Perfection of Life. I thank you so much.

Try to hold the fulness of all this means in your outer activity as well as the Inner Perfecting Activity which is going on. Remember, this is the final releasing of Life into Its Dominion and the release of Its Raising Power to act within your human form. Thus, Its Radiance spreads into your world of action to bring the answer to your calls so much more quickly.

Eight hundred years ago, I came forth for a few hours to view the people of earth and found that I was compelled to wait. Thus, to-day you can, I am sure, understand My Joy in finding mankind responding and in seeing the world being released from that unfortunate condition which has charged the world of the human octave with viciousness. That seems a very cruel word, but it is the only thing which expresses the quality of discord released by mankind and which has been charged into their activity by those who were still more determined that mankind should not be free.

Do you quite realize that after nearly three million years, mankind is responding from its downward trend? You know in your experience with each other, how very stubborn human qualities are. When that is acting you also know how seem-
ingly impossible it is for one to give response to obedience or accept it as their need; for when you are clothed with the density of long accumulation, mankind cannot see through. Mankind cannot comprehend that they are in need of these great Ascended Master Qualities of Life.

After all, think you not that there is a reason for the Names of the Goddess of Liberty, the Goddess of Peace, the Goddess of Light and Myself? Why do you think We are called as We are? Because as your Beloved Saint Germain represents the Seventh Ray, the Violet Ray of the earth; so do We represent these Rays of Qualities to the earth.

Why do you think your Goddess of Liberty came forth at the beginning of your nation? In fact was with your Saint Germain, the Great Presence who established it. Do you know that your Goddess of Liberty was watching over Saint Germain for many centuries in His Great Endeavor to bring Freedom to the earth through a nation? (applause) When He did not find response in Europe, He saw a new nation desiring to take form. He used that opportunity and you, to-day, are becoming the product of His magnificent Endeavor. Thus you are the children, for you have become the children of the Goddess of Liberty. (applause) You should feel very proud with humble pride for that privilege (applause) because as you go forward in this great determination which is apparent within you and the Light about you, will you understand clearly all She means to you.

Remember Her Intercession has called the Infinite Power of the Great Cosmic Light to your assistance. Now allow Me to call your attention to the intensification of that which She had planned. In the close of Washington's Vision She tells you that, if necessary, this Cosmic Protection will come to you; and instead of waiting, seeing the call of mankind She has already by intercession to that Great Power begun Its Great Release. (applause) So, through the great call for prevention, rather than cure, it is making so many things possible that would have been impossible otherwise.

I say to you: In all your association, stand guard over human suggestions which would deprive you of your Purity of Life and Its Action through the human form because this will hasten the Glory of your Freedom far more than words can convey; for as I mentioned, it is the last step of Life to Eternal Freedom. As your Great Ascended Master, Jesus, has said to you: "Death is the last enemy to be overcome." This step of Purity is also the means of avoiding that last step!
Behold! the presence of Life, the "Mighty I AM," has said to you and to the world of mankind, a New Dispensation has been offered, as an encouragement for mankind to give obedience to Life and, as the comprehension of all that means expands within you, will you be so joyfully ready to give all obedience which Life requires to allow you to enter into full Freedom.

I say to you, to-day, that in your response to My Quality of Life, there would not be one earnest sincere "I AM" Student in America and the world who would not be given the privilege of this Great Dispensation. (applause) Of course those who will not respond will not have the Blessing. Therefore, may the full power of your acceptance be able to receive all that has been offered you by these Great Ones of Light.

Henceforth, I shall join your Beloved Saint Germain in charging My Purity into every book that the Messenger autographs (applause) to hold and sustain that Quality about you. Will you who take advantage of that privilege, hold those sacred to yourselves, to hold that Quality of action in your world? In your homes, place them out of the handling of others, that you may have this Activity intensified in your world. We are determined to give you every Assistance possible because you have manifested such nobility, such strength. It is only the beginning of that which will be yours to wield for the blessing of others.

If you will make it a regular practice, before you sleep at night and on your awakening in the morning, to pour forth your blessings to all mankind, you will give Me great assistance to do for you all I wish. If I will not be intruding, I shall hold you within My Rays of Light. If there is anyone who does not wish Me to do it, send Me your thought at any time and I shall release you from any obligation; but all who wish It send Me your thought and feeling and you shall be held within My Radiance continuously until your Victory. (applause—audience rising) For sometime I cannot come too close, but as I pour My Radiance forth through the Limitless Light Rays, you will have the Blessing which I offer.

It seems so joyful that this should come about on this day, which may be explained to you before the close of this class. I am not authority for it, hence I am silent, but there is a reason for everything. You understand that in all Life's Activity there is no chance. Life acts according to Its Law and no person on earth may ever change that. As the mankind of earth come to give complete response, the legal activ-
ities of your world will also come into complete response and obedience to the Divine Law which will bring complete Divine Order and Divine Justice to mankind. May the Powers of Light hasten that day!

I have asked of Those Great Ones, your Friends, that I do not have to look upon Europe until this Service was rendered to the Children of Light to-day. Life is so patient. May I remind you, to-day, that since Life has been patient with you, will you not be patient with each other? Refuse with mighty determination to speak an unkind word to another; but every time such an impulse comes through habit, pour forth a blessing instead. Then, you will counter-act the desire to express unkindness or that which would bring unhappiness to another. This is one mighty step toward the restoring of Purity in your Life. If you will give this obedience, you will find it quite easy—a hundred times more so than it was even one week ago.

Therefore, in offering Our Blessing to you, We ask you to feel Our Reality, Our Tangibility. I am standing forth above this building. As My Ray of Light enfolds the building and within it My Ray of Light enfolding the Messenger, flashing My Words to him; so may you be forever held within My Ray of Light. You alone must decide. It stands ready to serve you at all times.

You stand, to-day, as if you were caught in the Power of a Great Radiance and lifted above earth’s turmoil, and so you are. While you are upon the surface of the earth, still are you caught within that Great Radiance which with your command, will hold you continuously in Itself. No matter where you move among mankind in your service to the outer world, still will you hold that Great Radiance. Will you so decree it, so charge your world to hold It? No matter what occurs in your Life in the coming months, still retain the determination to hold this Great Radiance. Then step by step, you will find It is out-picturing in Its Completeness, in all that you require. (Won’t you be seated?)

It is such a remarkable thing to Me—for I had not been informed of the changes which had been taking place within the earth—when I see the Great Light within you and the determination within It to carry forward and carry on to Perfection in its outer expression, it fills Me with great joy.

Do not think lightly of this dispensation which has been brought for your blessing or that which is offered by the Great Ones. These are not idle words. These are Qualities of Life which those who know how, are bringing for your
blessing, use and release. May you feel all that means to you and forever hold this Mighty Blessing in action about you. The choice is yours. You alone may choose what you shall accept into or reject from your world. You who have entered this Stream of Life have done so by your own volition, by the call of Light within you. We may not interfere with that. Therefore, the choice within you grows stronger and stronger and stronger. You must exercise your choice; but as I observe the great Assistance which has been given you and all that is still offered, I cannot see how it is possible for you not to choose the Right Way.

How can any one fail to choose the offer of Perfection? Human desires, human qualities last but for a time, but Perfection is forever! Since you have gone the great round of the wheel of re-embodiment, surely to-day when you are so near the Goal, you will continue on into that Eternal State of Perfection while the Door is held wide open by the Hands of Friends Who know how to complete the work and give you the Assistance required. May you be able to accept It in the fulness of Its Infinite Power and Action; in Its Eternally sustained Power. May a joy that has never before entered your world find Its Action to-day. May you enter into Its Completeness this year!

Remember, We are your Friends! Our Radiance and Power go with you wherever you move. May you at no time ever forget that. When you find yourself moving among the discordant things of those who do not understand, will you instantly remind yourself: "I move in the Presence of Life, of Light, of Perfection, of Purity, of Victory and of the substance of the Divine Director. Therefore, this discord cannot reach into my world. Pass thou on! I stand in the Radiance of this Presence of Life." You will find you will move on serenely, untouched by the conditions which remain yet within the earth's activity.

May your calls release such added Presence and Power that the last episode of Washington's Vision may be forever forgotten. (applause—audience rising)

My Love enfolds you forever! May It be the Strength, the sustaining Power that enables you to quickly come into the full Purity of Life; hence allowing these Mighty Qualities which have been anchored within your feeling world to find their full and All-powerful action until your Victory into your Purified Body of Eternal Light Substance.

I thank you and bless you forever. (applause)
ELOVED Friends of the Light, since this is the day of many new beginnings, may I add another? (applause) Since there are those present in the audience who are looking for information, I shall give them some. (applause)

The Messenger said to you, I think it was on last Tuesday, that he felt the attempted opposition to this Great Light had been dissolved. It has on the Inner action of Life but there are still things to be done in the outer, concerning the people who have tried to gather information to defame This Work. I shall do the work of gathering a few records Myself. (applause) I shall bring forth the record of their lives in its completeness; and if any more of this interference is attempted, I shall proceed at once to do it.

The opposition to This Light is going down and to-day is the beginning! (applause) All those who have spread nefarious false-hoods concerning This Work, know they are telling the rankest lies. (applause) I happen to understand law too, and they have already perjured themselves enough to put them behind the bars the remainder of their lives. If they want to do that, then let them continue. I shall see that no more heckling of these Messengers continues. (applause—audience rising)

Beloved students in the future, do not hesitate to put down anything that tries to defame This Work. You have My permission! (applause) These individuals have been given plenty of opportunity to change their ways and to stop. Well their own destruction will stop them! This is not threatening, but just the plain Truth. I have found and We know every one of the individuals. We know the activities in America which have been started in such good faith, but in which spies and treachery have woven themselves until they have no semblance of that from which they started.

There are many innocent individuals caught in such things. Those individuals should awaken; and since the Goddess of Purity has seen fit to come forth, it is time all took their stand to stop ALL seeming opposition to This Work. (applause) The Messengers have held Invincible Protection and have battled the viciousness of mankind quite enough. Now, We shall find means to stop it. (applause)
Beloved ones, there has been throughout the centuries an Inner Secret Service in connection with certain ones of the outer Secret Service. You will notice that I am not hesitating to give this information. It will be well for all individuals to listen to that! America is going to have her protection! (applause)

Beloved students here and of America, your Mighty Decrees have been answered remarkably so far and they will be answered in a more and more remarkable way; but, since time is an essential in this, We shall take a part in physical action. Oh yes, Oh yes, I have a Tangible Body in which I move about in the outer world constantly and the greater part of my twenty-four hours are spent in the tangible body in the outer world! Therefore, there is nothing can be hidden from me (applause) and when I start out to get evidence I get it! (applause) So I say to all those destructive individuals, if you want to pit yourselves against Me, then let us get busy! (applause) Oh no, that is not a challenge, just the Truth!

Beloved students, let Me assure you, to-night, you have Mighty Friends which you still know not. (applause) I say to these beloved Messengers, who have stood so magnificently before the onslaught of the viciousness of mankind, you too have Friends that you still know not. (applause) You have many Friends in the outer Secret Service as well as the Inner; (applause) and these unfortunate individuals who have spread falsehood throughout America in all channels of activity and have tried in every conceivable way to bring disgrace upon This Work, watch that disgrace return upon them! (applause) Do not hesitate to help it along, beloved students. (applause)

Therefore, to-night, I want you to start this New Year—the most magnificent in many centuries—now notice—I say with authority, the most magnificent in many many centuries, and I mean magnificent for the Power of Light. (applause) The individuals, the most unfortunate in America, who have scoffed at the Idea of the Cosmic Light, will be sorry too late. They will find the Cosmic Light is a very tangible Substance which can wind Itself around them and hold them helpless. That Cosmic Light is directed by Great Almighty Beings. Do not forget it. Therefore, your calls to the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Powers of Light, will bring such fruition that it will give you great happiness.

You perhaps do not quite understand it yet, but through this Great Presence, the Goddess of Purity, Who has come
forth to bless the expansion of the Light, there has been brought forth an enormous release of Our Power which We required to go forth into Almighty Action. (applause) Therefore, we never do anything but just present the Truth and the individuals must choose what they wish to serve.

I met the beloved Children on their Way to Arabia and India and had the pleasure of Their company in the Mediterranean and Red Seas. You might be greatly surprised to know of the things you will do and of the places you will be within the next two years. A Mighty Activity, beloved Students of the Light, is taking place and when you begin to see Its Out-picturing in the physical octave, how ever-lastingly grateful will you be that you had strength enough to remain a part of this Great Light and Its expansion. (applause) Let Me say something very encouraging: "Many of you who have had somewhat of a struggle to stick to the Light will find your very great reward."

I bring you greetings from My Friend, My very good Friend, Mr. Gaylord. (applause—audience rising) You may have noticed that He has been very silent, but I assure you He, too, will be more in evidence in the future. He has been watching over South America for some years and really you would laugh heartily if I were to tell you of the things that he has prevented of foreign powers getting action in South America. (applause)

Will you be advised, beloved students, of what a Real Victory of such an achievement means? It means that, no matter what is to be done, you render that service in a great calm poised feeling with no unkindness. Is that not remarkable? (applause) In the service We render in bringing unfortunate individuals to justice, We are able to know what is Divine Justice for the individual; and therefore they get it, but not anything they have not earned. So be re-assured, beloved ones. You have seen a great deal of it, but with a speed that will surprise you, there will greater and greater Divine Justice take action in your America. (applause)

Remember, in whatever you individually confront, be calm, be poised. Let nothing disturb you. Then, as you call this Mighty Infinite Power of Light into action to your defense, to your protection or whatever it may be you require, know that you have the Most Powerful Friends there are and you are not forgotten ever. We are aware of what is going on everywhere and do you not think that We would come to your assistance when it was necessary?
You must be greatly on guard for, if you allow yourselves to become very angry in bringing Divine Justice to someone, We cannot assist you because you will be going contrary to the Great Law of Divine Justice which has no anger nor hatred within it. It is anger and hatred that have frustrated the greatest plans in the world. That is just what is happening in Europe to-night. (applause) Such great anger is manifesting at the seeming powers that be, that they are opening themselves wide to have their own destruction return upon them. (applause)

The entire world is going to see a greater transformation in the bringing forth of Divine Justice than they have ever thought possible. As this Great Light intensifies and the feeling world of mankind changes, and with considerable rapidity, you will find a transformation in mankind; for this Transforming Power has got to come through the feeling world of the people.

Since you were asked to make direct calls for Europe, you would be greatly surprised to see the change which is coming in the feeling world of many, many of those people; (applause) for the gathering power is being drawn for the Goddess of Light to strike in Europe. Have you observed that all this magnificent change is not just a local action? It is a world action, beloved people! (applause) Naturally the principal Focal Power must be here but It is spreading and reaching Its Power out with tremendous speed. The destructive forces are so astonished that their influence is waning so rapidly; and those whose word was once law have found it has lost its power. (applause)

I say to-night for your encouragement as you enter this New Year, enter it with a joy, a confidence, that does release the Power you require to give you freedom, supply, happiness and success in the service you wish to render the Light. It is no longer a matter of the discordant accumulation, which is rapidly vanishing from the world but all mankind will know that they are always abundantly supplied. (applause) Not only that, but quicker than you realize, there will come the defense of mankind one for the other and all will see that those worthy are supplied. (applause)

Do you not see the magnificent action and Power of Life which is bringing this change in the feeling world of mankind? It is so magnificent! All this is a permanent activity of Life. Since there is only one thing you can do and that is to
serve Life, those who become aware of that at this time are fortunate, most fortunate; because they will have gained their momentum, when others are just beginning to awaken.

So I say again, and I may repeat it several times: that you are most fortunate in having the strength of the Light within you to stand in the Service of Life, to your Saint Germain and the Messengers. You will find it is no idle thing, I assure you. You will find that this Power of Light means business and it has a good business head. It is not deceived by human suggestions, make no mistake about that. One day sooner than you realize, you too, will be able to discriminate and know the false from the Real, and there is nobody who will be able to trip you up or deceive you.

You would be surprised how delighted I am to-night. The Messengers have not suspected it, but I have been waiting quite a while for this. In fact, several times I have grown rather anxious, and you will find one day you have discovered another Friend.

Beloved ones, now to be just a little more serious, the greatest changes are taking place throughout your country, your beloved America, My beloved America, which would delight your hearts beyond all words. This I may not speak of just yet, but be assured that no longer is the watchful Eye of Life asleep. Soon within mankind, there will begin to act that Mighty Watchful Eye. I may be speaking a little out of turn; however, I am going to take this chance. There are a great many of you who were at the Royal Teton last night and I was there Myself.

One of the things which took place has never even been intimated to you, but I think I shall call your attention to it. You will remember in every Conclave the Activity of the All-seeing-eye is one of the Powerful Activities. Why do you think you went last night? For three great purposes. One was to begin the action of the All-seeing-eye within every one of you sincere blessed ones. That will enable your discrimination, your Selective Intelligence to come into much more powerful action. So will you accept the full Power of It in your feeling? Then, at least once each day, remind yourself of this and silently call the All-seeing-eye within you into action with firm determination. Remember, It is not missing in any of you!

You may be called upon to render services ere long in which you will need this. Let Me encourage you. Have no fear of any one in your power and service to the Light. Remember your
part is not to urge, but to draw individuals' attention to the "Mighty I AM" Instruction. Tell them where they can find the books and inform themselves. Then you have fulfilled your part. The obligation rests with them. So remember, if somebody rejects your offered information be happy just the same. You have fulfilled your part.

I want you to understand this to-night, because I observe that many of you at various times, have felt seriously disappointed as though you were not fulfilling all you desire, when you presented the Law to someone and that one did not accept it. Well, it is no fault of yours. Remember you are not responsible for someone's rejection of the Light. I want you to feel quite at ease in that respect. Always have the courage to tell one about the "I AM," if there be an opening. Direct the person to where he can be informed about it, and then go about your business.

Sometime again when I talk to you, I hope I will not see the slightest disappointment within the Radiance of any student because someone has rejected his offer of the Light. Do not do that, dear ones! Be happy and free!

In the world to-day when the need is great, a Great Presence appears! and when His Work is finished, He folds His Mantle about Him and disappears! Will you think about that! That Presence is with you and this time will not fold His Mantle about Him and disappear until the full achievement is here! (applause—audience rising)

My dear people, what a magnificent thing it is on the face of this earth to find this number of humanity ready to leap to their feet in response to the Power of Light and the Strength which will set them free; for the Light in man is strong enough to bring this response.

Friends of America! Friends of the Light! I rejoice, I congratulate you! I shall be very active in and about you for sometime. (applause) Remember to-night! I thank and bless you with the fulness of the Powers of Light and in gratitude to your service to Life, to Light. Thank you so much! (applause)

· DECREE ·

"Mighty I AM Presence" annihilate all jealousy, deceit, treachery and intrigue from my world forever.
O-DAY, in accepting the Vast Power and Freedom through the dispensation for your Ascension, I ask you beloved ones, please do not look upon this idly. Do not think it is just someone’s imagination. It is a Reality, and remember, those who accept this Assistance and do enter into the Ascension will never in eternity return to this dense sphere of earth. They will function forever in their Purified Perfected Bodies as We are doing to-day.

Think of it—this is not said to make you feel bad, but to make you feel charged with the Current of Energy which is contained in My Words: some of you were with Me at the time so long ago, when I went forward and you chose to give your attention to the things of the world. Now, once again, we meet to go forward again together.

The Greatest, the Mightiest of all the Power of Understanding is this one point. To think, that through so many hundreds of centuries, you have played with the things of the outer world! In My choice to go forward in the Perfection which was Ours then, I have gone on into this Great Glorious Dominion and Authority over Life which makes it possible for Me to now give you the Assistance to-day. Please see what Almighty Progress has been made since those Children came to Chananda’s Home in India with your Messenger. Think of it!

There were a few who received that great blessing. To-day, thousands and thousands within your America are being prepared for a similar thing. Do you not see what your calls and what
Saint Germain has meant to the world in bringing forth This Understanding of Life which has made all of this possible? Do you think for one minute, if you had not made the earnest sincere call to the Presence of Life, your "Mighty I AM Presence," and to Us, that these Things could have been done! It would have been impossible because you would not have made the necessary preparation.

While you do not know all you are doing in the outer activity of your Life, I say it is there; otherwise I would not be here, to-day, giving you this Opportunity and rendering this Service which you could scarcely estimate. The fact is, it is being done, which shows you have given the obedience and preparation for it. In your full acceptance of this and in not allowing your mind or feeling to waver by the suggestions of someone's unbelief, you will hold steady in this Mighty Blessing and Service which is offered you, to go forward continuously in that Mighty Expansion.

Thousands among the students, who would otherwise pass through the change called death within five years, will ascend into their Eternal Freedom. I say to all of you who come to that point where you would pass through the change, say to your people and give the firm command; that your bodies or the shell which remains visible of your body, remain on ice for three days, then be cremated and that no one touch those bodies for embalming.

Already in three different instances, those, who have made the change, which others not understanding thought was so-called death, have made the Ascension. In each instance there has not been one particle of Life remaining in the cells or struc-
ture of the flesh that remained behind, which is mechanical evidence of the Truth that they have made the Ascension.

There are quite a number who will make that change within a few months; but if you will follow this instruction, you will enable the full complete activity to take place that is required; and since to-day, your progress has prepared you very efficiently for this, it can easily and readily be done.

HARMONY SAYS:

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! charge my voice with the Ascended Masters' Quality of Thy Presence; and see that I ONLY think, feel, speak and sing Ascended Master Words Forever! Make me always speak and sing with the Golden Voice of the Angels.

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters! open every channel on earth and bring this Ascended Masters' Instruction of the "I AM" to the attention of every individual in the world; with a Power of Light that is IRRESISTIBLE, ALMIGHTY and ETERNAL until all accept their own "Mighty I AM Presence," obey Its Law, gain their Victory of the Light and come thru into the full attainment of the ASCENSION.
THE CHART OF THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE"

The Chart of the "Mighty I AM Presence" is a Focus for the Perfection of each individual's own Life and that of the Ascended Masters.

No one at this time can even begin to realize how important that Chart is and why such amazing Miracles take place constantly, for all who will hold their attention upon It at regular intervals each day.

The Law of Life is, that when you are in touch with the form of a thing, you are in touch with the Presence of that thing.

All pictures are a focus of Light-Substance from the Life Stream of that which they represent. Think that through and try to realize how important it is for each of us to know that when we contemplate a picture, we are instantly and always absorbing the qualities which it contains.

Then to contemplate the Chart of the "Mighty I AM Presence" by looking at It with the physical sight, means we are absorbing the Perfection of our own "Mighty I AM Presence" into the brain cells, the nerves and the flesh of our bodies every moment we gaze upon It.

As we do that daily, the Power from Its Heart flows into each one's heart who contemplates It. Is there any greater Healing Power in the whole of the Universe than the Source of each one's Life—the "Mighty I AM Presence"—the Flame within each heart?

As we gaze upon Its Eyes, we are absorbing the Perfection of the Eyes of God directly into our own eyes.
As we contemplate the Light Rays, Their Perfection and Almighty Power of Light are pouring into our brains, bodies and feeling worlds, the Almighty Action of Light which does produce instantaneous Perfection.

When we gaze upon the Hands of the “Mighty I AM Presence” in the Chart, the Rays of Light and the Gifts of Life are pouring directly into our hands, brains, bodies and the activity of our worlds.

Remember often, that the Chart of the “Mighty I AM Presence” is an outer Focus in the world of substance, form and action, of the Mightiest Inner Power in all the Universe.

Then to contemplate that Chart means you are drawing into your body and world Its full Perfection of Life, exactly as you breathe in the particles of Light which are in the atmosphere about you and yet of which you understand so little.

Stand in front of your Chart of the “Mighty I AM Presence” whenever possible and breathe into your flesh body all the Perfection of your own Electronic Body of which It is a Focus for you.

You cannot possibly have any result but Perfection and ever-expanding Perfection. The more you contemplate It, the more of Its Light will you receive.

This is what Saint Germain and the other Ascended Masters mean when They say: “In the Fulness of the Presence is the Love that you require! In the Fulness of the Presence are the things that you desire!”

May you feel the Fulness of all that Chart means and can do for you and absorb the Victory of the Light contained within It.
Beloved Students and Friends Everywhere:

E WISH to thank you with all the Love and Gratitude of our hearts for your Christmas Gifts, your Love and all you have done in the Service of the Light. It has helped us more than you can realize to stand against that which is not of the Light.

We enfold you in all the Love, Power, Glory, Protection and Perfection of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Great Host of Ascended Masters. All the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Ones have given unto us, we give unto you.

We stand at your sides with the Sword of Blue Flame in the Almighty Power of Divine Love, until the moment of your Ascension.

We call forth the Limitless Ascended Master Supply of every good thing including money to fill you, your loved ones and your world with Eternal Happiness and Perfection in all you do forever and may all be used in the Service of the Light.

Our Blessings flow to enfold you, until there is not room in your world to receive them.

Forever lovingly in the Service of the Light.

—Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard, Don, Marjorie and the Staff.
ELOVED Daughters of Light, you who represent the feeling world of mankind have an amazing opportunity to release Limitless Ascended Master Power by a daily call to your own “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Great Cosmic Beings to flood forth the Ascended Master Divine Love from the Heart of the Great Silence into everything in your world. This is an actual Substance. It is the Cosmic Light-Substance which our Beloved K-17 says, can wind Itself around any destructive individual or condition and hold helpless all that is of human discord. To this Light-Substance of Ascended Master Divine Love, there is no resistance nor interference.
There is resistance between human feelings, but never to the Cosmic Light Substance released from the Heart of the Great Silence. The Ascended Masters’ Divine Love can never be requalified or misinterpreted by any human being, for It simply does not take on any human feeling.

So in your use of Divine Love always use the Words—“The Ascended Masters’ Divine Love from the Heart of the Great Silence.” The Daughters of Light can use this with tremendous results for the feeling world is your natural activity and in your position in the home, you can by the following call fill your homes with such Light and Perfection, that each one becomes an Altar of the Unfed Flame of the Ascended Masters’ Divine Love at all times. Then those who enter your homes will feel the Purity which will harmonize all things for them.

Remember any irritation, criticism or feeling less than Ascended Master Harmony, Happiness and Perfection is an impurity in the energy in your world. Your call to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Goddess of Purity to release the Cosmic Light-Substance to fill your home will bring instantaneous ease, comfort and Peace.

• DECREE •

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Cosmic Beings and Beloved Goddess of Purity! fill my mind, body, home and world with Cosmic Light-Substance of the Ascended Masters’ Divine Love! Hold bound, helpless, silent and inactive everything else forever! Raise everything in me and my world into the Purity of the Great Silence and hold all there forever! What I have called forth for myself, I decree for all mankind, the earth and its atmosphere, with the speed of Lightning eternally self-sustained.
The hour has come to see the shining face of your "Mighty I AM Presence"! Its slender Hands point you every minute to Victory and every second is now filled with Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection forever!

(Excerpts from David Lloyd's Discourse to the Minute Men's Meeting, New York City, Dec. 4, 1938.)

ENTLEMEN, when you meet something that seems opposing or resisting, take the joyous attitude—here is an opportunity to release a greater Power of these Light Rays and this Force of Light. When you meet a vicious force, qualify this Mighty Energy as it goes forth with the Force of Light; because you need it many times to beat down vicious conditions; because all viciousness is qualified energy which is destructive force and that force must have something greater than itself to control it.

You will find in this simple Real Understanding of Life, that there is not one thing which can oppose you. It would be impossible, if you understand this Law of the "I AM" correctly. While there may be resistance, it is just a signal to you
to turn on more Power. It is just as easy as if there were a key here within the reach of My Hand and I turned on one-third of your Power of Light. Many of your Powers are three-fold. It is as if I turned on the first one-third of the current; then I turned it again and released two-thirds; then turned it again and released the full force. That is exactly what you are doing in your call to Life.

At first, not because you would not like to, but ordinarily because of the conditions that have been established in your atomic structure, you turn the key only one-third. This is why in the beginning, you do not have the full force of the response to your call as you do later. After awhile, you learn to turn it on two-thirds; because the feeling that has gone down of the doubt of your own ability to release all you require. Later you can turn the key that turns on the full force of your Current of Life and, of course, untouched by your qualifications.

Oh, it is such a magnificent thing gentlemen; giving you the full Power and Authority over yourself and your world. It is so magnificent and it is so mathematically accurate. There is not a thing in your mechanical world that is half as practical because this is an eternal thing for use and activity in your Life. Your mechanical things may get out of order and sometimes, if you do not have the parts you delay its completion in order to get them from somewhere else. With Life the parts are always here! You never run out of parts! You never find them absent! Therefore, you see how completely practical is this application of Life.

Now friends, as long as you turn sincerely to the Light and pour forth kindness and good will,
you will find Us always ready, watching, to project a Light Ray to give you the Courage, Strength and Assistance you require. I want you to see and feel how unlimited We are in that respect. One of Us could project a Light Ray to each of you equally powerful; and yet, in no wise interfere with what We are doing, except to set It into action and cause It to be sustained. When you have friends of this kind, surely doubts and fears cannot longer beset you. Whatever condition confronts you, tell it it has no power! Then proceed to call a Light Ray into it and if necessary throw a bomb of Blue Lightning into it. That explodes all of the quality of discord and shatters it. You cannot harm the individual, but you will shatter and dissolve the viciousness and discord.

I can take a human form that is violently vicious and throw a bomb of Blue Lightning into that body and yet not harm the body; but I will shatter and dissolve the concentration of the vicious substance which was drawn into that human form. Now do you see how magnificent is this Power of Light? Of course if you qualify, or if I qualified, that with anger, I would shatter the human form; but remember! the Power of Light never has anger within It! The Power of Light never has a destructive force within It! It only acts as a dissolving force to discord.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence" take those individuals out of my association by their own free will and keep them out! Replace them by people who are eternally loyal to the "Mighty I AM Presence," Ascended Masters, this Light and all under this Radiation.
AVE a Motto, maybe several in your school rooms to keep the children reminded that the motive acting in the feeling, or in other words the attitude of the feeling acting within the individual, is the decreer of how the energy of Life is going to act for that one. If the motive and attitude be right, Life will charge the quality of Perfection into the energy going forth from that individual, which is an ever-increasing activity.

Beloved children, remember that as you hold the right motive in your feeling world, Life, being by far more powerful than any human quality, will take command. It will keep charging and building into your feeling world this Dominion of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Light which every human being in his heart really wants. The human desire is an activity of the human intellect—and when I say the "human intellect" I mean the brain activity.

I presume you have not had explained just what is taking place when reference is made to the human intellect. I want you to get a clear idea of it. There is a force-field in the structure of the brain, just the same as in the cells of the body. While it is
somewhat different in the brain than it is in the cells of the body, yet a similar condition is acting. There is a force-field in the brain which is charged with human qualities—the same as that surrounding the points of Light within the cells of the body. The force-field comprises what you term the human intellect. It is a gathered force which is qualified energy acting through the brain structure of the individual. It has been qualified by the reports of the appearance world which has not taken into consideration the Source of itself. It has accepted from the outside world the qualities of human conditions; all of which are more or less distressing and all are limiting.

When you give your attention to the Presence of Life, your "Mighty I AM," you are causing to be held in abeyance these human qualities of the force-field within the body and within the brain structure. As you do that, call forth Perfection through your attention to the Presence and then directly to the expansion of the Points of Light within the cells of your body, you will find a trinity of action taking place which brings the results so much more quickly within the entire human form, the intellect and the feeling world of the individual.

Try not to feel that this is abstruse. These are things which need to be understood in the school. You are dealing with a direct Current of Light. As you give attention to your "Mighty I AM Presence" above you which beats your heart, you will have more and more of Its Perfection. To the degree that you silence and hold in abeyance the human desires will your Perfection come forth more quickly.

Let us enumerate a few human desires so you
get the idea clearly. For instance, any kind of dis-
cord, criticism, condemnation or having an opin-
ion about others is the thing that starts a feeling
revolving within you, which after a while builds
into a habit or becomes temporarily a dominant
action in your Life. If you will give your attention
to the "Mighty I AM Presence," giving obedience
to Life, which is harmony within your feelings,
the points of Light within the brain expand. Then,
as the Presence pours forth this greater Intensity
of Light, there naturally comes the expansion of
the Light within your brain and body. In this way,
the force-field which has been charged with hu-
man discord is dissolved.

Since the atomic pressure of the human discord
of earth is so tremendous, one has to be very firm
in holding the human desires inactive, until the
time when the substance within the atmosphere
of earth is dissolved and consumed by the Great
Beings of Light. This time is coming very near.
After the substance within the atmosphere of
earth is consumed, dissolved—cause, effect and
record—then you will find it is just like a great
shadowy garment has been dissolved and you were
released from it. It will be almost like you stepped
out from a shadowy world into one of brilliant
sunshine.

Humanity is struggling under this garment,
the shadowy garment of their own creation; and
you who are students to-day are the most fortu-
nate of beings since you have begun to learn how
to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action
to dissolve and consume the accumulation of your
own; and hold in abeyance that of others whom
you might contact. Then you will find a happiness
impossible in any other way, a courage and confi-
dence in your endeavor which holds you so steady.

As Mr. Rayborn so ably stated, each individual then becomes through the Power of his Presence, like an instrument of great hydraulic pressure. If you children do not understand that, let Me explain in a few words that hydraulic pressure is a tremendous force of water going through a great hose which forces water upon a given point. That pressure is sufficient in western mining to break down the side of a mountain, even to release great boulders weighing tons.

This is the pressure of the Light in the Presence through Its Currents of Energy which go forth at your call and becomes a great hydraulic pressure from your heart into your world of action; dissolving and consuming all discord or similar obstructions and releasing the pure gold of Life into your world.

· DECREES ·

"I AM" the Presence doing 10 hours service in one with the Speed of lightning, the Joy of the Angels, the Power of a Thousand Suns and the Perfection of the Ascended Masters, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

"Mighty I AM Presence," arrange my time in Perfect Divine Order and make me do everything Perfectly in the time which You provide for it.

"Mighty I AM Presence" lock my feelings forever against knowingly or unknowingly accepting any disturbing suggestion or activity of any kind.
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ELOVED Group Leaders and "I AM" Students, it is Saint Germain's Request that you use the songs in the Song Book in the keys given there. If you will give Perfect Obedience to this request, you will all find greater and greater Assistance from Harmony and the Other Ascended Masters and the Blessing directly to your voices will be tremendous.

The voices of many will be raised and amplified, until you will hardly recognize your own voice, because of the extreme beauty which will come forth.

Do not try physically to do any particular thing about your voice except to bless it and see that it never carries any feeling of strain or irritation in it; for that is the first place that irritation of the feeling expresses through the individual.

Please do not ask for special Group Outlines. The Great Divine Director has requested everyone, Minute Men, Daughters of Light, Young People and all, except the very small children in the Sunday School to hold steadily to the Study Group Outline. He needs this co-operation for the maximum protection He wishes to hold everywhere in the United States of America. That is the most vital thing in the whole world right now.

Let us stand true to His Trust in us and give full obedience now, that America may be kept out of war. If we do not annihilate the cause of war
through this Ascended Master Instruction applied in the mental and feeling world, then we will face the physical destruction of war.

So remember to love your country more than your own human desires and know that the Great Divine Director is wiser than all of us put together.

It is Saint Germain’s Request that the soloists in the Study Groups be replaced by the entire Group singing, as there is a much greater amount of energy released. That energy is very important for America’s Protection over the next year especially.

We sincerely thank and always bless all who have given their services, as soloists, with the fullness of all good things forever; but after all, the need of Our Country must transcend all other activities at this time.

· DECREEs ·

"Mighty I AM Presence" take out of my feeling every bit of resistance, cause, effect, record and memory and let Thy full Power flow through without obstruction and produce the Perfection I desire instantly; hold It eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

Saint Germain’s Words:

"Mighty I AM Presence" charge into my feeling world the full power of Your Feeling that when I issue that Decree to all human creation—"You have no power"! that it charges my feeling world and reaches out with such power, so far as my own activities are concerned, that there is not one thing or any human creation has power to touch my world or make me feel it.
OW We love you, beloved Ascended Master Youth of America, and We see in your hearts a mighty enthusiasm and great determination. Let Me remind you beloved Ascended Master Youth, in that for which you have been calling, remember your mighty call was answered in the Goddess of Purity coming for the first time to your city. For the first time in many centuries She came to the earth in direct contact with your city. Will you realize all that She means to you?

If the Light within you had not wished you to become the Purity of Life which the Goddess of Purity represents, you could not have made the call for Her Presence. She responded. Therefore, will you feel the full obligation to give the honor and respect to Her for which you called?

Allow Me to convey to you today, beloved ones, how important it is to withdraw every human opinion, every human desire, from the conditions which have held mankind in bondage and limitation. I say to you; We who have been set free, see and know the Laws that are acting upon you; and if you do not determine to give full response to that which Life requests of you to release Its Perfection, then you cannot possibly have it and you have no one to blame but yourselves.

Therefore, I prompt you with all the Love and Power at My command. Watch out for human suggestions! There are people you will meet and you will find they will intrude into your midst every once in a while, of your age and older who will try to drag down your ideals. Do not let them do it. When you find any such person in your midst, whether that one be of your own age or any older person who is giving you suggestions of immoral practice, throw him out on his ear if necessary. (applause)
I tell you beloved Ascended Master Youth, you are making yourselves the representative Ideal for the entire world. Blessed ones—do you quite fully realize it?—the whole world is looking to you in this Focus here for the Ideals of the Ascended Master Youth. We know that. While I would not wish you to feel an over-responsibility, it is a great responsibility. I want you to feel this morning all that this means to you, because, if a few of you fail to live up to those Ascended Master Ideals and leave an example of disgrace of any kind to the world, do you not see, the whole youth of the world will say: “Well if that is the Ideal brought forth and they cannot stand up to It, why should we?” never thinking for an instant that someone else’s responsibility has nothing to do with their own responsibility to Life.

Beloved Ascended Master Youth, the need of the example to mankind of the Highest Ideals never was so important in this world as at the present time. You are at the dividing line of the Light and shadows; the shadows are rapidly disappearing but they are going to drag a good many down, if individuals are not absolutely firm.

When any one comes around you giving immoral suggestions throw them out and wipe that thing out of your midst, as you would a poisonous serpent. If one chooses in the purity of thought and feeling to marry and fulfill that sacred obligation, it is quite all right and it is quite their own business; but for all of the Ascended Master Youth to think that they must follow such an example, regardless of discrimination is a great mistake. This thing has swept over the Ascended Master Youth of our entire America, trying to drive into them the desire, that because someone else is married they should also marry regardless of consequences. Such is not the case. Wait, I urge you beloved ones! Wait for the sure definite prompting of your own “Mighty I AM Presence,” and do not take the first impulse for granted. That is your great danger to-day, I tell you frankly; and unless you respond to the Ascended Masters’ Directing Intelligence and use the Discrimination of your “Mighty I AM Presence,” you will find yourself in grave danger.

We want to protect you. We see the forces which are playing upon you, that you do not; and you cannot imagine Our great Love for you. Since Life was kind enough to Us to set Us free from the temptations which the earthly activity holds for mankind; then do you not think that We want to do every-
thing to give you all the Assistance and Prompting within Our Power to help you hold the balance for the Perfection of Life, that you may manifest It and bring the happiness, the Beauty and Perfection which belongs to you into outer action?

Ascended Master Youth, you can have Oh, such Perfectly beautiful bodies and faces at your age now, by calling forth the constant charge of the Currents of Life, to keep Its Almighty Perfection flowing into your bodies. Not only that, but It will make you strong in your outer determination, which is the activity of the Inner Law of the Presence. It gives you the authority and the Power to stand your ground in any condition and to hold your Dominion through the Ideals which you know are right.

There is no one from a ten year old child on up who does not know and have the definite prompting if he is about to make a mistake; but because of the outer desires being strong, they often overrule the Inner prompting and will not give obedience to it. People do that constantly. It is only by practice, guarding, watching and calling your powerful Discrimination into action, which is your Higher Mental Body, that It can stand guard over you and do the things for you which are necessary.

• DECREES •

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! send your Legions of Blue Lightning into all the legal activities of the United States of America. Make it impossible forever to imprison innocent people in our country!

“Mighty I AM Presence” keep out of my world everybody that is deceitful and see that no treachery or intrigue ever acts in it again. Take out of my association every human being that is not a million percent loyal to the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Ascended Masters, this service of the Light and all under this Radiation.
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"Mighty I AM Presence"! wipe out all destructive legal procedure in America and replace it with Ascended Master Divine Justice and Divine Order in every legal activity in our land and amplify that to fill the entire world.

"I AM" the Presence of Divine Justice to the people of America that always wins, and never lacks for any good thing.

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Cosmic Light! do whatever is necessary to stop all destructive activity in the world and command that war shall NOT come into America and our people shall not be sent out in war.

"Mighty I AM Presence" and all Great Beings and Forces of Light! In the Name of the "Mighty I AM Presence," in the name of the American people; in the name of the humanity of earth; in the Name of the Light of God that never fails; annihilate every spy activity in the United States of America—especially in our Aerial Forces! Annihilate every activity of dope in all our avenues of National Defense! Strip our country from all such activities with the speed of lightning! Reveal all within our borders that is not one thousand percent loyal to the United States of America and the Light of God that never fails! Command Divine Judgment to descend and take its toll; and clean our country forever from all that is not the Victory and Perfection of the Light.

"Mighty I AM Presence" charge me with your indestructible health and forever keep my feelings at peace. See that I am always at ease and in Perfect comfort.
To keep you always alert:

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! send your Legions of Blue Lightning into this room! Seize, bind and annihilate every human feeling and condition that produces sleepiness here! annihilate its cause, effect, record and memory forever. Replace it by the Ascended Masters' keen joyful alertness, crystal clear comprehension, all-powerful concentration, eternal Divine Memory, Infinite Patience and limitless Divine Love to hold possession of all the people's feelings forever! I thank Thee it is done instantly.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! take out of my feeling world the slightest obstruction to the Outpouring of Thy Great Energy of Life which would prevent any call to Life for Perfection!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! I call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mankind's mistakes. Blaze forth Thy Violet Consuming Flame in Its most dynamic action and annihilate them all; cause, effect, record and memory forever and see we never make another one. Project Thy Flame of Divine Love and wrap It around every one of my family, my home, my business and everything with which my loved ones are associated. Project It around every "I AM" Student, around every person, place, condition and thing under this Radiation; then amplify It again to enfold every human being in the United States of America and everywhere on earth and hold It eternally sustained.
NEW SONGS

T IS our very great privilege and joy to announce the release this month of two new songs SON OF LIGHT and CALL TO LIGHT.

SON OF LIGHT was first sung and dedicated to Oakland, California. The Ascended Masters have said that every Mother who sincerely uses this song and with determination makes the call for the Ascension of her children, will not only open the door for their Ascension, but will attain her own through that call also.

All individuals who love children and young people, whether they be parents or not, can render this Mighty Service to the younger generation; and thus annihilate the effects of the destructive suggestions and activities which have been imposed upon them in the past.

Through this song gigantic and transcendent Cosmic Assistance is being offered to the people of earth in order to protect all constructive activities so they may survive into the future.

The younger generation is the most valuable asset mankind has to-day, for they are the builders of the future. We owe them all we can give for their Protection, Perfection and Victory of the Light! Let us all now do our part and help them without limit!

CALL TO LIGHT was first sung in Seattle, Washington, where Its Mighty Light, Radiation and Action started forth to bring complete Freedom and Illumination to all forever.

This Song is dedicated in Eternal Love and Blessing to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Goddess of Light, Whose release of the Cosmic Light is freeing mankind so rapidly from the
humanly created discord which has bound them through the centuries. This was the song She used by which She accomplished Her own Victory, Freedom and Ascension.

These Songs are available through the Saint Germain Press.
Price each $1.00 Postpaid $1.15

Victrola Records will soon be available of these two songs for daily use by the students and can be secured from the Saint Germain Press.

We wish to announce the release of a new Victor Record—Nearer Thee and Cross of Blue Flame—which may be secured through the Saint Germain Press.

• NOTICES •

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

It is our great joy and privilege to announce five new Phonograph Records—Vocal Solos by Catherine Rogers; Each of these Records contains the Lyrics and Music by Godfré Ray King (our own Beloved Mr. G. W. Ballard) which are especially charged with powerful healing. The other Music and Lyrics contained on these Records were written by Virginia and Vinton LaFerrera and Catherine Rogers.

Following is a list of these Records:

109-A—Oh, World Victorious
109-B—Nearer Thee

110-A—Son of Light
110-B—Lords of the Blue Flame

111-A—Call to Light
111-B—Cross of Blue Flame

112-A—The Silent Sentinel
112-B—Hail to the Flag

113-A—I AM Come
113-B—Awake! Arise! Ascend!

Price each $2.50 Postpaid $2.75
FUTURE APPEARANCES
OF THE MESSENGERS

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
OAKLAND MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM, 10th and Fallon
February 17th to February 26th Inclusive—10 Days
For Information: "I AM" READING ROOM, 124 Montecito Street.

DENVER, COLORADO
SHIRLEY SAVOY HOTEL, 17th and Lincoln
March 12th to March 19th Inclusive—8 Days
For Information: "I AM" READING ROOM, 514 16th St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AUDITORIUM THEATRE, 56 East Congress Street
April 2nd to April 16th Inclusive—15 Days
For Information: "I AM" READING ROOM, 9th Floor Auditorium Hotel.

NEW YORK CITY
MECCA TEMPLE, 133 West 55th Street
April 28th to May 7th Inclusive—10 Days
For Information: Contact "I AM" READING ROOM
Murray Hill Hotel, Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
• RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS •

Mrs. Ballard's Personal Quarter-hour broadcasts, KFRC, San Francisco, Feb. 10th, 8:00 P.M.; 11th, 6:45 P.M.; 12th, 8:00 P.M.; 13th, 8:30 P.M.; 14th, 6:45 P.M.; 15th, 6:45 P.M.; 16th, 8:00 P.M.

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard half-hour class broadcasts: Feb. 17th, 1:30 and 8:30 P.M.; 18th, 1:30 and 9:30 P.M.; 19th, 4:00 and 8:00 P.M.; 20th, 1:30 and 8:30 P.M.; 21st, 1:30 and 8:30 P.M.; 22nd, 1:30 and 9:15 P.M.; 23rd, 1:30 and 8:30 P.M.; 24th, 1:30 and 8:30 P.M.; 25th, 1:30 and 9:30 P.M.; 26th, 4:00 and 8:30 P.M.

• STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS •

KFAC, Los Angeles, Calif. 10:00 A.M., Sundays
7:30-7:45 P.M., Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays
KRE, Berkeley, Calif.
8:15-8:30 P.M., Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
WORL, Boston, Mass. 9:15-9:30 A.M., Tuesdays
WIND, Chicago, Ill. 9:45-10:00 A.M., Sundays
8:30-8:45 P.M., Tuesdays, Fridays
6:30-6:45 P.M., Saturdays
KUTA, Salt Lake City 1:15-1:30 P.M., Sundays
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio 9:00-9:15 A.M., Mondays
KFEL, Denver, Colo. 10:30-10:45 A.M., Sundays
KCKN, Kansas City 9:45-10:00 A.M., Sundays
KGER, Long Beach, Calif. 10:45-11:00 A.M., Sundays
WIP, Philadelphia
KWJJ, Portland 9:45-10:00 A.M., Sundays
KOL, Seattle 10:15-10:30 A.M., Sundays
KYA, San Francisco 8:45-9:00 A.M., Sundays
WKAT, Miami, Florida 10:15-10:30 A.M., Sundays
WJNO, West Palm Beach 9:45-10:00 A.M., Sundays
W8XWJ, Detroit, Mich. 7:15 P.M., Wednesdays
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz. 9:00-9:15 A.M., Sundays
WCTN, Minneapolis, Minn. 9:45 A.M., Sundays
WTHT, Hartford, Conn. 10:45-11:00 A.M., Sundays
11:45-12:00 A.M., Thursdays
WINS, New York City
2:45-3:00 P.M., Sundays
KGU, Honolulu 10:30-10:45 A.M., Sundays

NOTE: We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
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PUBLISHER’S ANNOUNCEMENT

All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, March, 1937, or March, 1938. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

- In California $3.09 a year
- In United States outside of California $3.00
- In other countries $3.50 a year
- Single copies 35 cents

The magazines may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year’s issues. Price $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

These Prices Apply to All Back Issues

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
PROTECTION

OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
Sizes below can be purchased at the

SINDELAR STUDIOS

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored.................................. $ .50 Tax $.02 Postage $.15
Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7...................................... $ .50 Tax $.02 Postage $.15
Jesus Satin book-mark.................................................... .35 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Saint Germain Satin book-mark........................................ .35 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Jesus Miniature, desk framed........................................... 1.50 Tax $.05 Postage $.20
Saint Germain Miniature, framed..................................... 1.50 Tax $.05 Postage $.20
Jesus Miniature, 2½x3½ folder........................................ 25 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Jesus Miniature, 2½x3½ tinted folder................................. .40 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Saint Germain Miniature, 2½x3½ folder............................... .25 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Saint Germain Miniature, 2½x3½ tinted folder...................... 40 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Jesus seals........................................................................... .10 Tax $.00 Postage $.03
Saint Germain seals........................................................... .10 Tax $.00 Postage $.03
"I AM" Pins........................................................................... 1.00 Tax $.03 Postage $.10
"I AM" Rings......................................................................... 12.00 Tax $.36 Postage $.20
Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored.................................... 2.00 Tax $.06 Postage $.25
Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored....................... 2.00 Tax $.06 Postage $.25
Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16...................... 8.00 Tax $.24 Postage $.25
Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16.................... 7.00 Tax $.21 Postage $.25
Jesus' Ascension, 12x16................................................... 1.25 Tax $.04 Postage $.25
Jesus' Ascension, miniature folder.................................... .25 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
The Luminous Presence, 12x16......................................... 1.25 Tax $.04 Postage $.25
The Luminous Presence, miniature folder......................... .25 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Jesus, 15x18, framed.......................................................... 5.50 Tax $.17 Postage $.25
Saint Germain, 15x18, framed.......................................... 5.50 Tax $.17 Postage $.25
Jesus, 7x9½, framed........................................................... 2.50 Tax $.08 Postage $.20
Saint Germain, 7x9½, framed............................................. 2.50 Tax $.08 Postage $.20
Jesus, 5½x7½, framed....................................................... 1.00 Tax $.03 Postage $.20
Saint Germain, 5½x7½, framed.......................................... 1.00 Tax $.03 Postage $.20
Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted........................................ .30 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted........................... .30 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish.................................................. 15.00 Tax $.45 Postage Ex. col.
Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish................................... 15.00 Tax $.45 Postage Ex. col.
Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish.................................................. 7.50 Tax $.23 Postage Ex. col.
Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish................................... 7.50 Tax $.23 Postage Ex. col.
"I AM" Emblems (stickers).................................................. .15 Tax $.01 Postage $.05
"The Magic Presence,” 30x48.............................................. 15.00 Tax $.45 Postage Incl.
"The Magic Presence,” 12x20.............................................. 1.00 Tax $.03 Postage $.20

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI By Various of the Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS By Chanera
Vest pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

"I AM" DECREE BOOKLET By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world.
Size 5 1/2 x 8.
Price reduced to 50c each, Postpaid 65c

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES" (In preparation) Price $2.75, plus mailing charges

CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation.
Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.
Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25
PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as “THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS”
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar. Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

"THE VOICE OF THE ‘I AM’"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1939. Price $3.00, Single Copy 35c—in California $3.09

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Illinois.

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
RAINBOW RAYS
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
OH, WORLD VICTORIOUS

THE SILENT SENTINEL
A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These are especially charged with Powerful Healing Activity.

GODDESS OF LIBERTY ............ Music—Virginia LaFerrera; Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
VICTORY ............................................ Music—Virginia LaFerrera; Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA
MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN ................................ Music—Virginia LaFerrera
Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

Each piece of music has beautifully lithographed covers in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.

Price each $1.00, Postpaid $1.15

SONG BOOKS
Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press. Price each 50c, Postage 5c

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
GODDESS OF LIBERTY—Arranged for 21-piece Band. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.15

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATION .......................... Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION (Silent Night) ..................... Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—Benediction .......................... Mr. and Mrs. Ballard
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION (Nearer My God to Thee) .......... Mrs. Ballard
100-A—Vocal Solo (Beautiful Presence) ............................ Catherine Rogers
100-B—Vocal Solo (Ecstasy) ............................ Catherine Rogers
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS

101-A—VOCAL SOLO (My Victory) .................................................. Catherine Rogers
101-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) On Wings of Song ..................... Catherine Rogers
102-A—VOCAL SOLO—(Goddess of Liberty) Original ............... Catherine Rogers
102-B—VOCAL SOLO—(Love Star) Original .................................. Catherine Rogers
103-A—VOCAL SOLO (Ascended Master Youth of America) Original ........................................... Catherine Rogers
103-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Guarding Cherubim) Original .............. Catherine Rogers
104-A—VOCAL SOLO (Light of My Heart) Original .................. Catherine Rogers
104-B—VOCAL SOLO (I Come on the Wings of Light) Original .... Catherine Rogers
105-A—VOCAL SOLO (Lotus My Love) Original ...................... Catherine Rogers
105-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Cosmic Hour) Original ..................... Catherine Rogers
106-A—VOCAL SOLO (Rainbow Rays) Original ....................... Catherine Rogers
106-B—VOCAL SOLO (My Song Divine) Original ......................... Catherine Rogers
107-A—VOCAL SOLO (Rose of Light) Original ......................... Catherine Rogers
107-B—VOCAL SOLO (Presence of Beauty) Original ................... Catherine Rogers
108-A—MALE CHORUS (Minute Men of Saint Germain) Original ........................................... Minute Men of Los Angeles
108-B—MALE CHORUS (Victory) Original .................................. Minute Men of Los Angeles
109-A—VOCAL SOLO (Oh, World Victorious) Original ............. Catherine Rogers
109-B—VOCAL SOLO (Nearer Thee) Original .............................. Catherine Rogers
110-A—VOCAL SOLO (Son of Light) Original .............................. Catherine Rogers
110-B—VOCAL SOLO (Lords of the Blue Flame) Original ............. Catherine Rogers
111-A—VOCAL SOLO (Call to Light) Original .............................. Catherine Rogers
111-B—VOCAL SOLO (Cross of Blue Flame) Original ................ Catherine Rogers
112-A—VOCAL SOLO (The Silent Sentinel) Original ................ Catherine Rogers
112-B—VOCAL SOLO (Hail to the Flag) Original ......................... Catherine Rogers
113-A—VOCAL SOLO (I AM Come) Original ................................. Catherine Rogers
113-B—VOCAL SOLO (Awake! Arise! Ascend!) Original ............. Catherine Rogers

These Records are suitable for individual meditation or use in Study Groups.

Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

Headquarters for All Publications

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

SINDELMAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California

Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois